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The Right 
Meter  
for You

●  By Molly McElwee-Malloy, RN, CDE

You may not have chosen your first meter.  
Maybe your doctor gave one to you or perhaps 
you purchased the first model you found at your 
local pharmacy. But with dozens of meters on 
the market, it pays to do some research and find 
a device that fits your lifestyle. The first step:  
Start with the decision tree (at right) and find  
out which features will best suit you.
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Start Here

Bolus Calculator: 
Consider a meter with a 

bolus calculator, which can help 
you determine an insulin dose, 
taking into account the amount 
of insulin already in your body.

Meters CONSUMER 
GUIDE 2016
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For more on  
meters on the  

U.S. market and  
their features,  

go to diabetesforecast 
.org/consumerguide.
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Before choosing  
a meter, be sure to  

check which brands  
of test strips are covered  

by and are least  
costly on your health  

insurance plan.

Basic Meter:  
A meter doesn’t 

need bells and whistles 
to be effective. There  
are plenty of good  
basic meters that’ll  
get the job done,  
especially if you’re 
checking your blood 
glucose once a day or so.

Audio: If you have low or impaired 
vision, you may want audio cues to let 

you know when to apply blood to the 
test strip and when the test is complete. 
See also: Meter Size, Lights Blood Drop Size: 

Blood drop size may 
not matter to some 

people, but kids and 
people with poor 
circulation or tender 
fingers may benefit from a 
meter that requires the 
smallest drop of blood.

No Coding: While most meters 
automatically pick up the code 

embedded in a test strip, some still require 
coding—which means you must enter a code 
for each vial of test strips to ensure accurate 
readings. Someone with dexterity problems 
may want to avoid the extra step, opting 
instead for an auto-code meter. Similarly, if 
dexterity issues make changing a meter’s 
battery difficult, consider a meter with a 
rechargeable battery. See also: Meter Size

Lights: Meters 
with backlights can 

make it easier for you 
to read the screen in  
the dark. Some meters 
even have port lights, 
which can help you 
guide a test strip into 
the meter.

Care Coordination: Some meters with 
apps offer care coordination: voice, e-mail, 

and video chats with a diabetes educator to 
discuss blood glucose results and to answer 
pressing questions. It’s a good option for anyone 
without regular access to a health care provider 
or anyone who’d like more frequent care.  

Meter Size: Size may 
be a major factor in 

choosing a meter. Large 
meters might be better for 
people with vision loss or 
arthritic fingers that require 
widely spaced buttons. 
Small meters are great for 
pockets and small purses 
and for those who want a 
discreet device.

Wireless Data Transfer: Try a meter with Bluetooth 
technology that allows for wireless data download. With 

these meters, you can even e-mail results to your doctor. 
Also look for meters that send blood glucose results to your 
pump, no manual entry required (though you’ll want to 
confirm that the blood glucose number is correct). 
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